INTRODUCTION
Our project is based on wine. Croatia, France, Greece, Italy and
Slovenia are the countries involved in the Erasmus+ project.
All these countries have a long history of winery, and their
civilizations are connected with years and years of wine harvesting.
You can find many similarities in traditions that include wine, also
these countries have many masterpieces inspired by wine.
Since ancient times people brought wine to everyday life.
Furthermore people have a variety of uses for wine. They even
praised wine gods. Harvest of wine was some kind of a celebration
in the name of gods.
Archeological excavations have brought to light many ancient cups
with paintings of people harvesting wine in every one of these
countries. There are also many urban legends and myths.
Poems about wine appear in modern times. We want to present the
most famous pieces of art, similarities and differences in these
countries to you.
This leaflet contains ancient founds, myths, poems ,songs ,
paintings and even movies that have to do with wine !
You will notice , that wine and art can be combined in perfect
harmony thanks to the creativity of our people.
Wine and art are both rooted in European culture .We hope that
you can appreciate our work, and the progress that we have made
in this project.
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The allegory of vine and wine

« L'allégorie de la vigne et du vin » by Christian Maas
located in Meursault. It is a bronze sculpture. Christian
Maas is a very famous sculptor whose art pieces have
been exhibited in many prestigious places such as the
palace of Monaco, the fancy Negresco hotel in Nice.
Famous people have bought his sculptures (Luc Besson or
Barbara Hendrix to name a few).
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Seaside and Vine

Sculpture entitled « Mer et Vigne » () by Robert Rayne located in
Bandol which is a seaside resort also known for its wines. The
artist comes from the South of France.
It took him one year to complete this art piece. Robert Rayne
was selected by the city of Bandol to create a sculpture that
would be a symbol of the city. Both female and male characters
are holding grape. The woman seems to be bathing in the sun
andlying on what appears to be waves.
The sculpture is exhibited along the sea front facing the beaches.
The attitude of the woman conveys an atmosphere of contentment
and relaxation.
As for the man, his bountiful harvest seems a heavy load to
carry.This artwork stands for the connection between the
vineyards and the sea. Their geographical closeness and a
microclimate make it a special place to grow vines.
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Statue

Montbrun, a village located in Drome Provençale is labelled
« one of the most stunning villages in France ». It is built on a
hill facing the Mont Ventoux.
Today, it is a spa resort and it offers a lot of fitness/health
programmes to get back into shape.
The Renaissance castle's ruins overlook the village. It was built
in the 14th century by a Calvinist leader. This statue is located
on the property of the castle. It is much more recent than the
castle.
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The hands of the vigneron
Beaume of Venise

The wine-grower's hand
This sculpture was made in 2002 by the stone masonry firm
Jean- Jacques has Gazzano sablet which employed two
workers, Marc and Didier Françon Saglietto . The stone used
comes from the quarry of Crillon-le-Brave.
It is located in Carpentras in the south of France.
This is a wine-growing region.
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Sculptures

This wicker bottle represents a symbol of wine growing and it is
placed in the roundabout at the entrance to a wine growing
area of Trška gora.
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Bacchus

This marble statue by Michelangelo Buonarroti (149697) shows the young god drunk and hardly able to stand.
Sitting behind him is a faun who eats a bunch of grapes.
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Hebe

The marble sculpture represents Hebe, the goddess of
youth. This is a sculpture by Antonio Canova, famous
neoclassical artist from Veneto.
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Crater of Derveni

Unique integer bronze vase with reliefs preserved from
the 4th century BC, originally intended for mixing wine
with water. The height reaches almost a meter.The
main stage of the vessel covered by the couple Dionysus
and Ariadne shown in a moment of relaxation. Silver
letters reveal the name of its owner: Astion, son of
Anaxagoras, from Larissa. Archaeological Museum of
Thessaloniki.
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Dionysus and Ariadni

Attic black-figure neck-amphora. Date of creation :
520 BC
Staatliche Antikensammlungen, Munich.
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Wine Psykter (arytaina)

Attic black-figure psykter, ca. 525–500 BC. Manner of
the Antimenes Painter Department of Greek, Etruscan
and Roman antiquities in the Louvre
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“Dyonisus In A Boat”
By Exekias

Kylix (drinking cup),540 B.C. Dionysus returning from
abduction by pirates. 7 dolphins/grapes = good luck.
Whoever drank from this vessel could ‘’see’’ the god
sailing in his mouth. Εξεκίας εποίησε-Exekias made it.
Staatliche Antikensammlungen, Munich.
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Emperor Goblet

Emperor goblet, or Vas diatretum Daruvarense, the
most well-known archaeological finding in Daruvar from
the Roman period, 4th century AD; it was the property
of Emperor Aurelius. It is currently exhibited at the
Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.
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Mayolka

Majolika (mayolka) is a traditional pot that is used for a
wine. It is handcraft product made from clay. Some
texts can be found on it as “Bog je ustvaril ženo, da
jezi moža, v tolažbo mu podaril je vinca sladkega”.
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Glass

1

Glassmaking heritage in Slovenia is very rich. The first
products found in Slovenia were made in 16th century.
Nature Design of modern artist Oskar Kogoj is a good
sample of Slovenian glass heritage and modern
interpretation of mystical and philosophical approaches.
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Coin de vigne

This oil on canvas is entitled Languedoc (a French region). It
was painted in 1886 by Edouard Debat-Ponson, a Toulouse
native.
In the background, we can see a man standing on a cart drawn
by oxes. In the foreground, on the right hand side, there's a
woman stooping while picking up grape. Right in the middle, our
eyes are drawn to a woman and a child who might be her son.
The woman is holding a basket and the child's eating grape.
What's odd about this painting is that it isn't colorful at all. A
washed-out green pervades the whole scene. Green as the
leaves of the vine. The characters seem relaxed and the
atmosphere is one of camlness and stillness. All this contributes
to making it ver appeasing.
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The Red Grapevine

This piece of art is signed by Van Gogh, it represents
harvesting in France. This painting is named “La Vigne
Rouge” or the Red Vine.
He painted this painting in Arles, situated in the south
of France. We can see traditional harvesting in the
countryside of Arles.
This work is remarkable for its colors. It is the only
painting Van Gogh has sold.
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Vineyard's Motif

Alojz Konec (* 1956), artist, MFA and professor of fine
arts at a secondary school. He graduated in painting at
the Academy of Fine Arts and Design, University of
Ljubljana (ALUO UL). He is a member of Dolenjska Fine
Artists Society (DLUD) and the Slovenian Association of
Fine Arts Societies (SAFAS). He has had independent
and group exhibitions in numerous places in Slovenia,
Italy, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and many
countries of four continents, where his works are
located in several public collections.
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Vineyard's motif

Vineyards and vineyard cottages are forming a great
part of the Slovenian landscape. They represent its
typical view. Wine grape symbolizes Slovenian way of
life and presents one of my objective fine art painting
motifs. It refers the image and visure of the country
where I live and create, too.
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Vineyard's motif

This ambiental surroundings of the natural and rural
countryside inspired me in live and in fine art way till
the kind of impressionism like coloristic landscape
realism. I input textures to the complicated natural
shape forms and to very composed vineyard composition
by energetic brush moves and more and more bright
colours painted in forcefully hand strokes in alla prima
manner plein air painting. Poetry of the motif I
translate into my own chromatic language and personal
speach on my way towards the recent art sophistry and
art abstraction
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Saint Cristopher Passion

An important painter of the Renaissance was Mantegna
from Padova. The suspended grapevine of the terrace
reminds the landscape when the artist grew up.
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Agosto

The fresco is a part of astrologic cycle in Palazzo della
Ragione, a medieval very famous civil building.
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Bacchanals Hall

Giulio Romano was an Italian artist, pupil of Raphael.
This fresco was painted in Villa Contarini-Piazzola sul
Brenta and shows Bacchus and the gods celebrating
wine.
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Stanza Di Bacco

d

Villa Barbaro, known as Villa Maser, was designed and
built by the Italian architect Palladio. The frescos by
Paolo Veronese show winemaking scenes.
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Ubriacatura Di Noe

This painting by Giovanni Bellini shows Noah sleeping
surrounded by his sons. The cup and the bunches of
grapes, and the vineyard suggest that Noah is drunk.
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La raccolta dell’uva

This painting by Paris Bordone shows two men with a full
basket picking grapes and a young boy putting them in a
large vat.
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Grape Harvest

Grape harvest, oil on glass
the author Ivan Rep (1961)
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Vineyards

Vineyards, oil on canvas
The author Ivan Vlašić (1962)
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Grape Harvest

Grape harvest, oil on glass (1993)
The author Nada Pakasin Petrić (1960)
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Little Vakhos by Theophilos
Hatzimihail (1870-1934)

He was one of the famous Greek folk painters of
Hellenic Art. He spent his life painting scenes from the
life in Greece sometimes on the walls of buildings. Many
of his paintings are now housed at the Theophilos
Hatzimihail Museum on the Island of Lesbos.
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Harvesting, 1953 by Tassos

Alevizos Anastasios (1914 - 1985) Woodcarving, 41,5 x
60 εκ. Donation Α. Tassos and Loukia Maggiorou , No.
Π.7257 National Gallery
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Christ, the Vine, by Aggelos

Malles, Hierapetra.Akotantos is considered as the
«Greco» of the 15th century.He lived and worked at
Heraklion, Crete.He was the first hagiographer to sign
his name on his icons by writing in Greek "Χειρ Αγγέλου"
which, translated
in English, means "By hand of
Angelos".
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Proverbs And Sayings

Kdor vino večerja, vodo zajtrkuje.
Whoever dines on wine, breakfasts on water.
Riba mora trikrat plavati: v vodi, olju in vinu.
A fish must swim three times: in water, in oil and in
wine.
Veliki šmaren brez dežja, sladko vince bo doma.
If the day of the Ascension is dry and fine, we will
have good sweet wine.

Folk wisdom from mouth to mouth and from
generation to generation.
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Myths And Legends
KRESNIK
Slovenci so nekdaj imeli po raznih krajih svoje varuhe, ki so gospodovali čez
njihovo deželo in jih varovali nadlog. Imenovali so jih krstnike ali kresnike. Če
sta se dva kresnika vojskovala, je prinesel zmagovalec vselej svoji deželi srečo
in blagostanje. Polja so mu lepo obrodila, v goricah je bila obilna trgatev in
ljudje so bili zdravi in v vsem srečni. V deželi zmaganega pa je bila nevolja pri
nevolji, polja so bila nerodovitna, v goricah je bila slaba trgatev in ljudje so
bolehali za kužnimi boleznimi.
KRESNIK
Once upon a time Slovenians had guardians in certain regions that rules over
their lands and protected them from plague and pestilence. These guardians
were known as Kresniks. If two Kresniks fought with each other, the victor
brought happiness and well-being to his land. The fields would be beautifully
fertile and the hills covered with abundant vines and the people happy and
healthy. But to the lands of the vanquished came bad luck and more bad luck.
The fields would be barren, the vineyards in the hills meagre, and many people
sickened with plague and pestilence.

Slovenian folk narrative, Myths and Legends
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Chantons La Vigne
Chantons la vigne
La voilà, la jolie vigne
Vigni, vignez, vignons le vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne au vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne
De vigne en terre
La voilà, la jolie vigne
Vigni, vignez, vignons le vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne au vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne
De tes ancêtres
La voilà, la jolie vigne
Vigni, vignez, vignons le vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne au vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne
De serpe en pousse
La voilà, la jolie vigne
Vigni, vignez, vignons le vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne au vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne
De pousse en feuille
La voilà, la jolie vigne
Vigni, vignez, vignons le vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne au vin
La voilà, la jolie vigne

The rhythm of this song is rather lively and catchy.
This is a nursery rhyme.
This song comes from an album released in 2007
« Rondes et Comptines des 4 saisons » by Laurie Prado
and Alain Schneider. This album features songs dealing
with the 4 seasons to teach children the cycle of nature
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Le Poison
Le vin sait revêtir le plus sordide bouge
D'un luxe miraculeux,
Et fait surgir plus d'un portique fabuleux
Dans l'or de sa vapeur rouge,
Comme un soleil couchant dans un ciel nébuleux.
L'opium agrandit ce qui n'a pas de bornes,
Allonge l'illimité,
Approfondit le temps, creuse la volupté,
Et de plaisirs noirs et mornes
Remplit l'âme au delà de sa capacité.
Tout cela ne vaut pas le poison qui découle
De tes yeux, de tes yeux verts,
Lacs où mon âme tremble et se voit à l'envers...
Mes songes viennent en foule
Pour se désaltérer à ces gouffres amers.
Tout cela ne vaut pas le terrible prodige
De ta salive qui mord,
Qui plonge dans l'oubli mon âme sans remords,
Et charriant le vertige,
La roule défaillante aux rives de la mort!
— Charles Baudelaire

Baudelaire is a well-known poet, who was acknowledged
for injecting new lige in romanticism. This poem is part
of his controversial collection of poems « Les fleurs du
mal ».
This is dedicated to wine.
In this poem, the artist praises the intoxicating effect
of wine as it enables him to reach the artificial
paradise.
He evokes the delicate and yet implacable power of wine
and how he softly but decisively drifts towards that
state.
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Le Pressoir
À Auguste Vitu
Sans doute elles vivaient, ces grappes mutilées
Qu’une aveugle machine a sans pitié foulées !
Ne souffraient-elles pas lorsque le dur pressoir
A déchiré leur chair du matin jusqu’au soir,
Et lorsque de leur sein, meurtri de flétrissures,
Leur pauvre âme a coulé par ces mille blessures ?
Les ceps luxuriants et le raisin vermeil
Des coteaux, ces beaux fruits que baisait le soleil,
Sur le sol à présent gisent, cadavre infâme
D’où se sont retirés le sourire et la flamme !
Sainte vigne, qu’importe ! à la clarté des cieux
Nous nous enivrerons de ton sang précieux !
Que le cœur du poète et la grappe qu’on souille
Ne soient plus qu’une triste et honteuse dépouille,
Qu’importe, si pour tous, au bruit d’un chant divin,
Ruisselle éblouissant le flot sacré du vin !
Théodore de Banville, Les Cariatides (1842)

The poem Le Pressoir is in the collection of poem Les Cariatides
published in 1842 written by Théodore de Banville who was a
French poet gathering in his receuils the romanticism and the
Parnasse which is the literary movement. Théodore de Banville
indicates that texts were written when he was between 16 and
19 years old,. In this poem Théodore de Banville resorts a
personification of wine.
He pits the softness and ripeness of the grape againts the
steel coldness of the harvesting machines. To him, the grape is
maimed by the harvesting process. He then comforts himself
by adding that what will flow from this brutal harvest will be a
delightful source of intoxication. To him, getting together and
singing along will help overcome the melancholy feeling awoken
by the sad sight of the vines after harvesting.
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Le Vin des amants
The Wine of lovers
Today space is magnificent!
Without bridle or bit or spurs
Let us ride away on wine
To a divine, fairy-like heaven!

Aujourd’hui l’espace est splendide !
Sans mors, sans éperons, sans bride,
Partons à cheval sur le vin
Pour un ciel féerique et divin !

Like two angels who are tortured
By a relentless delirium,
Let us follow the far mirage
Through the crystal blue of the morning!

Comme deux anges que torture
Une implacable calenture,
Dans le bleu cristal du matin
Suivons le mirage lointain !

Gently balanced upon the wings
Of the intelligent whirlwind,
In a similar ecstasy,

Mollement balancés sur l’aile
Du tourbillon intelligent,
Dans un délire parallèle,

My sister, floating side by side,
We'll flee without ever stopping
To the paradise of my dreams

Ma soeur, côte à côte nageant,
Nous fuirons sans repos ni trêves
Vers le paradis de mes rêves !

William Aggeler, The Flowers of Evil

Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal,
1861

Baudelaire is a poet of the 19th century french fed
romanticism and turned to classicism . This poem is part
of the poetry collection "The Flowers of Evil"
encompassing almost all of his poems . A chapter is didie
wine, he carries the title ; it's one of his attempts to
flee through paradise artificiels. Dans this poem,
Baudelaire evokes the pleasures of wine and its well
done
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Majolka Bod' Pozdravljena

The mayolka is a small ceramic pitcher of a
distinctive shape generally used for wine.
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Già la mensa è preparata
From “Don Giovanni"

In this piece Marzemino wine is quoted. The authors,the
libretist from Veneto L. Da Ponte and W.A. Mozart,
dedicate an effective quip to this wine
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Carlo Goldoni Venezia,
1707 – 1793

Mirandolina makes a toast with the words of her
grandmother: Wine and love!
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San Martino

San Martino is a famous Italian poem. Carducci
recreates an autumnal environment, showing the
new wine bubbling in the barrels and the colors of
village.
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Giovanni Pascoli
December 31,1855–April 6,1912

This poem describes wine’s effects and warns against its
abuse: first sips’ delight and oblivion, then drowsiness,
and in the end painful memories.
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Παιχνίδια τ’ oυρανού και του
νερού", Γιάννης Pίτσος
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“The Fox and the grapes”
An Aesop's Fable

Aesop was a slave who is believed that lived in
Samos, a Greek island in the eastern Aegean Sea
and he eventually became a free man. Each one of
Aesop's fables has a lesson, or moral, to teach to
children - just like a parable or allegory.
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The Little Mariner
(Odysseas Elytis 1988)

Odysseas Elytis (Οδυσσέας Ελύτης,
Odysseas Alepoudellis, (1911–1996)
as a major exponent of romantic
Greece and the world. In 1979 he
the Nobel Prize in Literature.

pen name of
was regarded
modernism in
was awarded
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The Bacchae (Βάκχες)
Τragedy of Euripides

Written in 407 BC, by Euripides. The project
stories the advent of Bacchus to Thebes where
Pentheus is killed by his mother Agave, because
resisted to the worship of the new god.
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Vladimir Nazor: Cricket
And a cricket chirping, chirping on a bend of a black spruce
Its trochee musty, its sounding heavy iambic
It’s noon. – Like water silence is slumping.
Sunny dithyramb.
…Come out! Why are you hiding under the treetop, in holes?
On a stone a snail is sunbathing, on a grass a worm is basking
Drizzle from the bright sky, like a rain of sparks
Sunny holy blood.
…I am gulping sunny glow.
And I feel within, where murmuring rivers flow,
Rustling green grove bathing in the sun,
A well guggling, the sea foaming and flustering,
The grapes turning blue, and the firtree's berry ripens
Down the pine the resin pours
…Fellow, I am drunk
Oh, sun, sun, sun
Still ice numbs my legs,
Before my eyes is still a black
odious winter`s dream.

Cricket is a poem dedicated to Dionysus - the god
of wine.
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Miroslav Krleža:
Somebody Unknown brought Autumn
in the Nothern Room.
Oh, now,
when everything is colour, harvest and the smell of wine,
and when the poem of Things and Animals is heard,
and when the dead are yelling from desire in the grave,
Somebody Unknown brought Autumn
on a silver platter
grapes and pears, apples and figs.
while outside the sunny drops of the puddle are scattering,
and it is heard through the window
where in the silk of the day
a woman is singing somewhere.
And the birds are chirping.

AUTUMN POEM
Miroslav Krleža was one of the most prolific and
voluminous Croatian authors who tried his skill in
all literary genres with success
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The Croatian Legend Of St.
Martin
In the battle of Croatian and Hungarian armies led by Nikola Jurišić
against Turkish soldiers at Kiseg, women and children were praying to
St. Martin for help. Soon the Turkish soldiers withdrew after they
had seen horseman with a flaming sword.

Saint Martin from Tours is a Catholic saint
and bishop. He is the guardian of France,
vineyards and wine. In Croatia, on St.
Martin’s day, there is a tradition of
symbolic turning grape must into wine known
as "wine christening".
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Quote on wine by tin ujević

TIN UJEVIĆ is one of the finest Southern Slav
lyric poets and one of the great poets of Europe in
the first half of the twentieth century.
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Films

La grande abbuffata
A film by Marco Ferreri

La grande abbuffata
A film by Marco Ferreri Four men, bored by life,
decide to commit suicide eating and drinking until
they die. This film criticizes the consumer society,
destined to self destruction.
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Sideways

Miles e Jack
are travelling through Napa Valley, winetasting and
strenghtening their friendship.
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A Walk in the Clouds

Victoria is not married but is pregnant, and she’s
frightened by her father . Paul pretends to be her
husband to help her face her father.
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A Good Year

Max Skinner inherits his uncle's chateau and
vineyard in Provence, where he spent his
childhood. He discovers a new laid -back lifestyle.
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Fatal Wine

The two competing wine-grower families,the
Dolinar and Rozman hate each other. Ivan
Dolinar is convinced that Stane Rozman has
betrayed him and caused a death of his wife
Maria. Until the real dark truth comes out,
their children who fall in love with each other
will have to overcome the family hatred.
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Zabranjena Ljubav
Forbidden Love

Forbidden love is the first Croatian soap opera.
It was first broadcasted in 2004.
The theme is love between twins who were
separated at birth. Their family own a very
famous winery in Croatian
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Castle Of Count Janković

This baroque building, located in the centre of
Daruvar,is a protected monument of culture in
Croatia. A wine cellar is located in the basement
of the castle and stores the highest quality
Croatian wines produced by Badel 1862, the
biggest wine producer in Croatia.
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En Hribček Bom Kupil

The song I’ll buy a small hill is a folk song and it
is about wine and vines.
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A precious story

The story tells of property worth several million euros and
about the family Špacani and they are owners of the property.
When the wife dies, the husband Berto was left alone, but not
for long. Four daughters after the death of the mother
returned to the property with their boys. The Mother Tonka
wrote a will before her death in which was written that just
one daughter can inherit the property, and she needs to be
married and her husband (boy) needs to take her surname. All
four daughters are in the hunt for the property, but the most
sympathetic is Bert’s oldest daughter Anica.
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Silver Tetradrachm
(ancient coin)

Silvertetra drachm from Mendi, Macedonia,
425B.C.,Dionysosseated on donkey drinking wine.
NUMISMATIC MUSEUMin Athens.
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Ekonomska i turistička škola Daruvar, Croatia

Ekonomska in Trgovska šola Brežice, Slovenia

Lycée Maurice Genevoix à Marignane, France

San Benedetto da Norcia-Duca degli Abruzzi, Padova, Italia

2o Geniko Lukeio Exedorou, Greece

Thank you for giving us the chance to participate in this project
and for connecting us all together.
Thanks to Europe and the teachers for this experience.
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